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Introduction
We perceive human movements with great accuracy and speed. The visual factors responsible for this remarkable performance have been investigated extensively both behaviorally and with brain imaging techniques (for a review, see Grosbras et al. 2012) . Recently, growing attention has been paid to the role of nonvisual factors, such as expectations, contextual constraints, rationality, and motor competence. These attempts to place movement within a broader context rely increasingly on the use of more complex and realistic visual stimuli than pointlight (PL) displays (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004) . It has been suggested Frith 2003, 2006; Brass et al. 2007; de Lange et al. 2008 ) that visual movement provides access to the underlying intentionality of the action by involving cortical areas where mental states are attributed to the agent. Seeing people engaged in motor tasks activates an action observation network (AON; Gallese and Goldman 1998; Gallese et al. 2004) , which extends beyond the temporo-occipital cortex (Han et al. 2013 ) and includes premotor and parietal areas (Caspers et al. 2010) . It has also been argued that the AON supports a processes of resonance and simulation by which motor competence would be brought to bear for movement understanding (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004; Kilner et al. 2009; Oosterhof et al. 2010 ). However, the neuronal underpinnings of such hypothetical process are still debated (e.g., Lingnau et al. 2009 ). Several brain imaging studies have focused on whole-body movements. In particular, it has been shown that the activation of AON components when viewing dance movements is modulated by the motor expertise of the observer (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005 , 2006 , movement naturalness (Cross et al. 2012) , and training (Cross et al. 2006; ).
The human brain is sensitive to the temporal order with which events unfold in the real world (Hasson et al. 2008) . However, to our knowledge, no previous study has investigated how the cortical network involved in the perception of human movements takes into account the arrow of time. Several complex human movements have a prevalent time arrow dictating the sequence with which their components usually follow each other. In some cases, prevalence is absolute because inverting the usual sequence is barred by the interaction between the body and the environment, as in most fetching gestures, or by internal constraints of the motor system, as in articulatory gestures. Walking is instead a case of relative prevalence, which is well suited for investigating the mechanisms leading to the identification of the time arrow. On the one side, the sequence of stance and swing phases of the legs that produces a forward displacement of the body can easily be inverted to produce a backward displacement. On the other side, backward walking is not the time-symmetric version of forward walking. Kinematic measurements demonstrated subtle but consistent differences between the 2 actions, which include the time course of the ankle joint angle (Thorstensson 1986; Winter et al. 1989) , step length (Grasso et al. 1998) , the variability of movement kinematics (Katzavelis et al. 2010) , and the correlation between gait cycle, step length, and speed (Grasso et al. 1998) . Therefore, even when the translational component of the movement is suppressed or is ambiguous, these asymmetric kinematic cues could still be used to discriminate forward and backward walk. In principle, discrimination may be achieved with a purely visual analysis of the cues. However, because walking is an over-trained action with strong idiosyncratic features and a robust motor representation, discriminating whether a sequence of leg movements corresponds to a forward or backward walk may also involve an interaction between visual inputs and the motor competence of the observer.
Previous studies on the perception of walk have mostly utilized PL stimuli in which the translational component of the action is eliminated. However, a recent study (Viviani et al. 2011) showed that this component plays a major role in the ability to identify the time arrow of the display. The stimuli were video clips of actors walking either forward or backward. Participants were shown both types of recordings played back either as recorded or after a time reversal and were asked to identify the play-back mode. The results showed that the ability to detect time reversals was strongly influenced by the direction of the body movement on the display. When the body appeared to move in the more familiar forward direction (forward walk rendered normally or time-reversed backward walk), response accuracy was well above chance. In contrast, responses were at chance level when the body appeared to move in the unusual backward direction. This unexpected result suggested that familiarity has a gating effect. Apparently, visual inputs describing the rather unusual scene in which the actor moves backward cannot be processed adequately to detect a temporal reversal.
Based on this finding, and using the same stimuli as in Viviani et al. (2011) , we designed a brain imaging study to address 3 issues. The first issue is where along the visual stream brain activity correlates with the familiarity of the stimuli. An action can be perceptually familiar because we see it often performed, and also familiar from the motor point of view because we perform it frequently. If motor familiarity is crucial for identifying the arrow of time, the 2 directions of the body on the display should elicit different patterns of activation in premotor areas, irrespective of whether the time arrow has been preserved or reversed. If instead visual familiarity is crucial for correct identification, a differential pattern of activation should emerge already at some earlier stage of the motion processing stream. In particular, differences may be expected in the superior temporal sulcus (STS). STS is a key component of AON that responds to several aspects of biological movement (cf. Puce and Perrett 2003) and is involved in several higher-order cognitive functions such as detecting the appropriateness of the action (Pelphrey et al. 2004) , action recognition (Iacoboni 2005; Molnar-Szakacs et al. 2005) , action understanding (Thioux et al. 2008; Herrington et al. 2011) , and intentional attunement (Gallese 2006) . A computational model by Giese and Poggio (2003) predicted that forward walk elicits a stronger STS activity than backward walk. In addition, it has been argued (Jastorff and Orban 2009 ) that the body of the actor is linked to the action he/she is performing already in the temporo-occipital region (extra-striate body area, EBA; fusiform body areas) by integrating shape and kinematic cues.
If one can identify an area (or areas) that appears to be responsible for the gating effect of the visual body direction, the next issue is whether unfamiliar stimuli (such as a body moving backward on the display) increase or decrease the activity in these areas with respect to familiar stimuli. The prevailing view, adopted by Giese and Poggio (2003) , holds that the AON should respond more energetically to familiar, than to unfamiliar, actions (Press 2011) . Recently, this view has been challenged by Cross et al. (2012) who showed that parietal, premotor, and temporo-occipital areas respond more strongly to robot-like motions than to natural biological movements. Clearly, these conflicting results lead to different interpretations of the cortical responses. A more energetic response to familiar actions is in keeping with the general view that motor perceptual interactions are mediated by a resonance mechanism whereby incoming information and visual/motor competence compatible with that information reinforce mutually (Decety and Chaminade 2003; Aglioti et al. 2008) . In contrast, a more energetic response to unfamiliar action may be interpreted as a startling reaction to a mismatch (Kilner et al. 2007a (Kilner et al. , 2007b Cross et al. 2012 ).
The final issue concerns the identification of the time arrow. Provided that the visual direction of the walk is the familiar forward one, how is then a proficient performance achieved? Viviani et al. (2011) argued that identification involves motor competence. Clearly, an association between proficient performance and a pattern of differential activation within the AON in response to normal and reversed stimuli cannot be construed as evidence that identification is causally dependent on activity in these areas (Mahon and Caramazza 2008) . It would however, be in keeping with the notion that motor expertise is conducive to a finer evaluation of the kinematic features of the stimuli (see above). Conversely, should normal and reversed stimuli fail to activate differentially any AON component, the most natural inference would be that correct identification is based mainly on visual processes either in the temporo-occipital cortex (Jastorff and Orban 2009) or in the STS (Grossman and Blake 2002) .
Two event-related brain imaging experiments investigated the 3 issues above. In Experiment 1, the same two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task as in Viviani et al. (2011) estimated the ability to detect a time reversal in 4 types of displays in which the actual direction of the walk (forward/backward) was crossed with the rendering of the recording (normal/timereversed). In addition to components related to the visual processing, the pattern of cortical activations emerging from this experiment is likely to include also components related to the task (attention, task difficulty, and response selection). To factor out the potential confounding effects of the latter components, in Experiment 2, the same stimuli as in Experiment 1 were shown to a different sample of observers in a freeviewing condition in which no identification judgment was required.
Methods

Participants
Fourteen young adults (8 females, 6 males; age range: 22-28) participated in Experiment 1. A different sample of 15 young adults (8 females, 7 males; age range: 22-28) participated in Experiment 2. All participants were right-handed and right-foot dominant according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory. Participants were healthy, free of psychotropic, or vasoactive medication, with no past history of psychiatric or neurological diseases. They all had normal or corrected-to-normal (contact lenses) visual acuity. After receiving the instructions, participants gave their written informed consent to procedures approved by the Institutional Review Board of Fondazione Santa Lucia. However, they were not aware of the ultimate goal of the experiments. Experimental protocols complied with the Declaration of Helsinki on the use of human subjects in research.
Stimuli
Eight young adults (4 females, 4 males, age range: 21-24) who did not participate in the imaging experiments volunteered as actors for recording the stimuli. They were selected with the criterion of minimizing anthropometric differences in the lower part of the body. Identity and sex cues were also minimized by asking actors to wear black leg wears. Actors were informed that recordings of their walking movements would be used as experimental stimuli, but were not aware of the goal of the study.
Actors were asked to walk at their spontaneous pace along a 7-m long platform. Each actor performed the exercise 12 times. In 6 trials, the walk was in the forward direction (FW). In the other 6, actors walked backward direction (BW). Half of each set of walks was from the left to the right side of the platform (LR), and the other half was from the right to the left side (RL). There were 3 repetitions for each condition. Movements were recorded in color with a Sony Handycam NP-F330 at 25 frames per second. The camera was level with the platform at a distance of 3 m. With the selected focal length, the field of view (FOV) included the central 4-m portion of the platform. The background was uniformly gray. The walking action began before entering the FOV and continued after disappearing.
Normalized 
Procedure and Task
The total number of trials (2 × 192 = 384) was divided into 5 runs (4 blocks of 77 trials and 1 block of 76 trials) with the constraint that successive trials never involved the same actor and same walk directions. Within runs, intertrial intervals were randomized with a longtailed (geometric) distribution (Hagberg et al. 2001) . The mean onset asynchrony was 5.68 s (minimum: 4.68 s and maximum: 11.38 s). A run lasted about 8 min. Runs were administered in a single session and were separated by brief pauses.
In Experiment 1, participants were told that the stimuli represented either a forward or a backward walk. They were also informed that, in some cases, the recordings were reversed in time, so that what appeared to be a forward walk could either be a true forward walk or the result of inverting a backward walk. The task (2AFC) was to indicate whether the movement was displayed as recorded or reversed in time. Responses were entered by pressing with the right index finger 1 of 2 buttons marked N (normal) and R (reverse), respectively. There was no time limit, but participants were encouraged to answer as soon as possible, even before the end of the stimulus. Between trials, the display was uniformly gray and participants fixated a central point. No constraints were imposed on oculomotor behavior during the presentation of the stimuli. Before the experimental session, participants were administered 48 warm-up trials, which included at least one example for each combination of actor sex, walk direction, and rendering. The results of these trials were not analyzed.
In Experiment 2, the presentation schedule was as in Experiment 1, but participants were only asked to watch the video clips, without making any overt judgment about the stimuli (free-viewing). Unlike Experiment 1, participants were not informed that half of the stimuli were time-reversed versions of a real recording.
Stimulus Presentation
Participants laid supine in the MR scanner with the head immobilized with foam cushioning and wore ear plugs and headphones to suppress ambient noise. A digital projector (NEC LT158, 60-Hz refresh rate) sent the stimuli through an inverted telephoto lens onto a semi-opaque Plexiglas screen mounted vertically inside the scanner bore, behind the participant's head. The back-projected image was then viewed via a mirror mounted on the head coil positioned at about 4.5 cm from the eyes. The eye-to-screen equivalent distance was 57 cm, and the angular size of the projected image was 16°× 5.8°. Responses were acquired with an MR-compatible response box (fORP, Current Designs) sampled at 1 kHz. Eye movements were recorded with an ASL 504 eye-tracking system (Bedford, MA, USA) and sampled at 60 Hz for off-line processing.
Processing of Eye Movement Data
Eye movement traces included a large initial saccade from the central fixation point to the screen edge where the actor entered the scene, followed by a smooth pursuit phase interspersed with catch-up saccades. Only the horizontal component of the movement was processed with a customized analysis program. First, the program extracted the trace portion from the end of the initial saccade to either the response (Experiment 1) or to the end of the video clip (Experiment 2). Then, catch-up saccades were detected and eliminated by realigning the smooth components and filling the gap with a linear interpolation. For each participant, conditions (FW/N, FW/R, BW/N, and BW/R), and walk orientation (LR/RL), we computed an average eye movement trace by pooling the results over actors and repetitions (the end of the average trace was clipped to the shortest length). Finally, we estimated the average gain of the smooth pursuit component by dividing the slope of the [gaze position/time] linear regression by the average walking speed in each recording (computed separately for FW and BW).
fMRI Data Acquisition Functional imaging data were acquired by a Siemens Magnetom Allegra 3-T head-only scanning system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with a quadrature volume RF head coil. Whole-brain blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) echo-planar imaging (EPI) functional data were acquired with a 3T-optimized gradient-echo pulse sequence (repetition time = 2.47 s, echo time = 30 ms, flip angle = 70°, FOV = 192 mm, fat suppression). Thirty-eight image slices were acquired in the ascending order (64 × 64 voxels, 3 × 3 × 2.5 mm, distance factor 50%). For each participant, a total of 204 volumes of data were acquired for each of the 5 runs.
Image Preprocessing
For both experiments, the 204 × 5 = 1020 available fMRI volumes for each participant were processed using the SPM8 software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London; implemented in MATLAB 7.4). The first 4 volumes of each run were discarded to allow for stabilization of longitudinal magnetization. The remaining 1000 volumes underwent the following preprocessing steps: (1) Realignment of all images to compensate for head motion; (2) correction of the slice acquisition delays using the middle slice as a reference; (3) normalization to the MNI EPI template and re-sampling to 2-mm isotropic voxel size; (4) spatial smoothing with an isotropic Gaussian kernel with a 8-mm full-width at half maximum.
Data Analysis for Each Experiment
Statistical analysis was performed in 2 steps (Penny et al. 2003) . First, for every participant, the onset and duration of each condition were modeled by a general linear model (GLM). The design matrix included multiple regressors, each modeling 1 of the 4 conditions, and 6 additional covariates modeling head motion. Voxel time-series were processed to remove autocorrelations using a first-order autoregressive model and high-pass filtering (128-s cut-off ). For each participant, the resulting parameter estimate images were sorted separately for each experimental condition (FW/N, BW/N, FW/R, and BW/R).
In the second step of the analysis, for both Experiments 1 and 2, we applied a random-effect (RFX) GLM to the individual parameter estimates obtained from the first step. The statistical threshold was set to P-corr < 0.05 (FWE correction) at the cluster level (cluster size estimated at P-uncorr <0.001), considering the whole brain as the volume of interest. The localization of the activation clusters was based on Duvernoy's (1991) anatomical atlas of the human brain.
We tested whether additional information emerged when the analysis of cortical activity is repeated with a new design matrix by grouping trials according to the response. For instance, a FW/N trial the response to which was "Reversed" was reckoned as FW/R, and a BW/R trial the response to which was "Normal" was reckoned as FW/N. Four images, corresponding to the new grouping criterion, were calculated for each participant at the first level. The images were then again subjected to a second-level RFX analysis.
The analysis of the smooth pursuit component of eye movements revealed only in Experiment 1 an effect of the experimental conditions on the gain (see Results). Thus, for this experiment, we tested whether eye movements contributed to the pattern of activity. To this end, in the first-level statistical analysis of the BOLD data, we added trial by trial the individual pursuit gain as a covariate. This control was performed only on the participants (N = 8) in which the estimate of the Figure 1 . Experiment 1. Oculomotor smooth pursuit in one representative participant for all 4 indicated types of stimuli and both orientations of the walk (left to right/right to left). Solid dots: pursuit trajectory averaged over all repetitions. Also shown the linear regressions through the data points used for computing the average pursuit gain (shown inset with the 95% confidence limits). Light lines: 95% confidence bars.
gain was robust in at least two-thirds of the trials. The resulting image for each condition was then subjected to a second-level RFX analysis.
Comparison Between Experiments 1 and 2
First, we verified whether the regions active in Experiment 1 were also active in Experiment 2. Accordingly, we considered as region of interest (ROI) spheres (8 mm radius) centered on the local maxima of the clusters detected in Experiment 1, and tested the corresponding contrast in Experiment 2 (main effects and interactions). Altogether, 11 ROIs were considered (Table 7) . Secondly, for completeness, we tested whether the effects of interest within these ROIs were significantly different between experiments. To this end, a set of unpaired t-tests compared the contrasts of interest (main effects and interactions) in Experiments 1 and 2. Note that in this second step, the contrast weights for ROI selection and for ROI test were not independent. All ROI analyses were performed using the MARSBARS toolbox for SPM8, and P-values were Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparison. However, the correction was not applied to the analysis of nonindependent data where we focused on single areas.
Results
Experiment 1
Identification Performance
In agreement with the literature (Grasso et al. 1998) , statistical analysis of step size (cf. Viviani et al. 2011 ) showed a significant difference between backward (110.2 cm) and forward (132.6 cm) movements, but no effect of actor sex or orientation of the walk (LR/RL). In subsequent analyses, response probabilities were computed by pooling repetitions and LR/RL trials. showed that neither real walking direction (FW/BW: F 1,427 = 2.04, P = 0.154) nor sex (F 1,427 = 2.71, P = 0.100) had a significant effect on identification performance. In contrast, the effect of rendering was highly significant (N/R; F 1,427 = 57.77, P < 0.001), and so was the interaction between real walk direction and rendering (F 1,427 = 186.76, P < 0.001). For each participant, the interaction was confirmed by performing a χ 2 test on the 2 × 2 contingency tables for correct responses. For all the participants, the test revealed that real walk direction and rendering interacted significantly. Identification performance was highly accurate in the condition FW/N ( pooling over sex, P {C } = 0.870), decreased but remained well above chance level (P {C } = 0.672) in the condition BW/R, and collapsed to chance level when the actor appeared to move backward (BW/N: P {C } = 0.546; FW/R: P {C } = 0.408).
Eye Movements
All participants spontaneously adopted a pursuit oculomotor strategy to keep the walking figure near the center of the visual field. Figure 1 illustrates with data from one representative participant the pursuit component of eye movements. Pursuit effectiveness was estimated by the pursuit gain (see Methods). Because pursuit gain was <1 (Table 2) , a strategy of saccadic recapture was often adopted to maintain the gaze on the figure. Statistical analysis (three-way ANOVAs for repeated measures,
showed that the pursuit gain was affected neither by the orientation of the walk (LR/RL: F 1,13 < 0.01, P = 0.993) nor the rendering (N/R: F 1,13 = 3.351, P = 0.090). Instead, the real direction of the walk was a significant factor (FW/BW: F 1,13 = Note: Anatomical areas, cluster sizes, peak coordinates in MNI space, and Z-scores for significant activations. 9.583, P = 0.009), the gain being on average lower for forward (FW: 0.646) than for backward (BW: 0.729) walk.
fMRI Results
The analysis of BOLD signals was carried out twice using a design matrix in which trials were grouped according to either the actual conditions or the responses (see Methods). The 2 grouping criteria yielded similar results. In the following, we will detail only the results corresponding to the former criterion.
A preliminary global analysis (Table 3 ) charted the cortical regions activated by the stimuli, irrespective of the parameters manipulated experimentally (main effect of all moving stimuli vs. baseline). As shown in Figure 2 , significant activations were found in temporo-occipital, parietal, and frontal (premotor and prefrontal) areas, which are generally included in the AON. The detailed analysis of the cortical activations was patterned after the identification performance, which, as detailed above, was strongly dependent on the interaction between real walk direction and rendering. The direction of the body displacement on the display (hereafter, "visual walk") was designated as the first We found no evidence of learning in either behavioral or fMRI data. The rate of correct identifications did not change (Table 4) . The first interaction (forward real walk > backward real walk) showed a significant cluster of activity in the left orbito-frontal cortex and in the posterior cingulate gyrus (Table 4) . However, as in the case of the rendering contrast (see above), the estimated activity in these areas was negative. The reverse contrast (backward real walk > forward real walk) revealed a significant cluster of activation in right TOJ (Fig. 5) . Note that 60% of the voxels in this cluster were also within the corresponding cluster detected by the (backward visual walk > forward visual walk) contrast (cf. Fig. 3 ). In fact, within the ROIs identified by the contrast (backward real walk > forward real walk), we found a significant activation also for the contrast (backward visual walk > forward visual walk) (t = 5.01, P < 0.001). Thus, the 2 contrasts identified overlapping areas within the same TOJ region.
Finally, because smooth pursuit gain was found to depend on the experimental conditions, we tested on a subset of the participants whether eye movements contributed to the pattern of cortical activity (see Methods). Taking the whole brain as the search volume of interest and adding the smooth pursuit gain as covariates, the main effect (backward visual walk > forward visual walk) was again significant in the right TOJ [50 −74 14], right IPS [28 −42 60], right STS [54 −30 6] (P-corr < 0.05), and left TOJ [−50 −70 2] (P-uncorr < 0.001) in spite of the reduced data set. The interaction (backward real walk > forward real walk) was significant (P-uncorr < 0.001) in the right TOJ [54 −74 10]. Thus, the control confirmed that eye movements did not represent a significant confound.
Experiment 2
Eye Movements Also in free-viewing conditions, several participants showed a spontaneous tendency to pursue the walking figure with smooth eye movements. However, there were some significant differences with respect to Experiment 1. First, because no response was required, the pursuit continued to the end of the video clip. Secondly, in 5 participants, saccadic scanning was the dominant oculomotor behavior, and a smooth pursuit component could not be reliably isolated. Thirdly, even in the remaining 10 participants, saccadic recapture was more prominent than in the condition where a response was required by the task. As shown in Table 5 , in all conditions, the average pursuit gain computed over these 10 participants was significantly lower than in Experiment 1 (cf. showed that the pursuit gain was affected neither by the orientation of the walk (LR/RL: F 1,9 < 0.420, P = 0.533) nor the rendering (N/R: F 1,9 = 0.339, P = 0.575). Unlike Experiment 1, the actual direction of the walk did not affect the pursuit gain (FW/ BW: F 1,9 = 1.432, P = 0.262).
fMRI Results
The contrast [(FW/R) + (BW/N)] > [(FW/N) + (BW/R)] (back-
ward visual walk > forward visual walk) revealed a strong bilateral activation of TOJ (Fig. 6 ) similar to that revealed by Experiment 1 (cf. Fig. 3 ). Table 6 reports the cluster size and the coordinates of the activation peaks for both clusters. About 70% of the voxels in these clusters were also within the corresponding clusters detected by the (backward visual walk > forward visual walk) contrast in Experiment 1 (cf. Fig. 3 ). No significant activation was detected by the contrasts defined by the direction of the real walk. As in Experiment 1, no significant cluster of activity was detected by the reverse contrast Finally, we explored, in further detail, the effects of the moving stimuli on the more rostral components of the AON. We considered 4 ROIs in the premotor/prefrontal regions centered on the local maxima (see Fig. 2 ) that are nearest to the coordinates reported in the meta-analysis study by Grosbras et al. (2012) : Superior frontal gyrus ([−24 2 58]), inferior precentral gyrus (IPG) ([−50 10 32]), and left and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) ([52 22 20] , [−56 6 22] ). Within these ROIs, we calculated the main effects (forward visual walk > backward visual walk) and (normal rendering > reversed rendering) and the interactions (real walk) for both Experiments 1 and 2. Only for Experiment 1, significance was reached for the main effect (forward visual walk > backward visual walk) in the IPG (P < 0.05, corrected for the number of ROIs) and for the interaction in the right IFG (P = 0.015, corrected for the number of ROIs).
Comparing Experiments 1 and 2
The effect of the task was investigated by testing the patterns of activation in Experiment 2 considering the 11 ROIs defined by the clusters activated in Experiment 1 (Table 7 ; see Methods for ROIs definition). For the contrast (backward visual walk > forward visual walk), the test involved 5 ROIs. In the 2 ROIs within the left and right TOJ, the activity was statistically indistinguishable in the task (Experiment 1) and free-viewing (Experiment 2) conditions (univariate t-test; Table 7 ). The similarity between experiments of the activity in this area is confirmed by the analysis of the contrast (backward real walk > forward real walk) (univariate t-test; Table 7 ). The role of TOJ was investigated further by testing simple contrasts in Experiment 2 within the ROIs identified in Experiment 1. The tests showed a pattern in keeping with the behavioral results of Experiment 1 (Table 1) Moreover, the activity in the condition BW/R was higher than in the condition FW/N (P = 0.0001). In contrast, conditions FW/R and BW/N were indistinguishable (P = 0.358). Thus, whether or not an identification response was required, TOJ responded differentially to the visual direction of the stimuli. Moreover, within forward visual walk stimuli, the activity in TOJ discriminated between rendering modes.
In the other ROIs associated in Experiment 1 with the contrasts (backward visual walk > forward visual walk), (normal > reverse), and (backward real walk > forward real walk), the free-viewing condition of Experiment 2 failed to confirm the differential activations found previously. The difference between experiments within these ROIs was confirmed statistically (univariate t-test, Table 7 ).
Discussion
Video clips of walking actors were shown in 2 brain imaging experiments. Four types of displays resulted from crossing the direction of the real walk with the rendering of the video clip. Identification performance in Experiment 1 (Table 1) confirmed the results of Viviani et al. (2011) . Accuracy in deciding whether a stimulus was the original video clip or its timereversed version was at chance level in the 2 conditions (FW/R and BW/N) where the actor's body moved backward on the display (backward visual walk). Accuracy improved significantly in the other 2 conditions (forward visual walk), being very good when a real forward walk was rendered normally (FW/N; P {C } = 0.870) and well above chance level when a real backward walk was time-reversed (BW/R; P {C } = 0.703).
The main fMRI result was that TOJ responded bilaterally more vigorously to backward visual walk (when it is impossible to identify the rendering mode) than to forward visual walk, irrespective of whether backward walk was real, or it resulted from time-reversing a forward walk. The inverse relation between TOJ activation and identification performance was emphasized further by the analysis of simple effects. Not only did identifiable stimuli (FW/N and BW/R) activate TOJ less than indistinguishable ones (BW/N and FW/R), but also the cortical response was weaker in the easier condition (FW/ N) than in the more difficult one (BW/R). TOJ activity was very similar both when the task required an identification response (Experiment 1) and in the free-viewing condition (Experiment 2). Instead, the areas that are generally considered as components of the AON reacted differently in the 2 experiments. In Experiment 1, sensitivity to the rendering mode emerged most clearly in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), but only when the visual walk was in the FW and identification responses were fairly accurate.
Effect of Visual Walk Direction on TOJ
The first issue to be addressed is the functional significance of TOJ activity in the context of our experiment. The finding that TOJ responds differently to stimuli that do or do not comply with the usual walking direction is incompatible with one influential model for the recognition of biological motion (Giese and Poggio 2003) , postulating that differences in cortical response to the forward and backward walk should emerge no earlier than STS. Our results are instead in keeping with more recent evidence on the role of the early stages of visual processing in body perception. Jastorff and Orban (2009) suggested that an integration of the actor's body with the action he/she is performing takes place already in the temporooccipital cortex. Moreover, de Lange et al. (2008) showed that actions implemented in unusual manners elicit a stronger activity than ordinary actions in the lateral temporo-occipital cortex, where the context in which body parts are viewed would be taken into account. It is already known that an area of the lateral temporo-occipital cortex (EBA) responds selectively to visual stimuli representing body movements or body parts (Downing et al. 2001; Peelen et al. 2006) , is activated by limb movements (Astafiev et al. 2004) , links a portrayed movement to the body scheme (Jastorff and Orban 2009), and distinguishes self-from other-generated movements (David et al. 2007) . Along similar lines, TOJ responses to forward and backward visual walk may be taken to indicate that this area is selectively sensitive to the global familiarity of the action.
Neural Response to Familiarity
It is generally agreed that activity in the AON increases in response to stimuli conforming to the motor experience of the observer (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005 , 2006 Aglioti et al. 2008; ). Moreover, Giese and Poggio (2003) argued that a video clip of walking played normally should elicit significantly more activity than that played in reverse. We found instead that TOJ responds more strongly to an action (backward walk) that we rarely execute and see other people executing. A similar contradiction has been noted by Cross et al. (2012) , who hypothesized a U-shaped relation between cortical activity and the degree of familiarity of the action being displayed, so that both very familiar and unfamiliar actions would result in high BOLD signals. These authors argued that, within a Bayesian perspective, the non-monotonic relationship between familiarity and cortical activity is compatible with the notion of prediction error (Kilner et al. 2007a (Kilner et al. , 2007b . Specifically, one may assume that, upon seeing the onset of an action, we entertain prior expectations about its future course, which are all the more specific that the action appears to be a familiar one. Therefore, large prediction errors (i.e., sharp discrepancies between expected and actual course of action) would occur both when the action is very unfamiliar and the associated prior expectations are poorly defined, and when the action is very familiar, but its actual course diverges from the expected one. In either case, the level of activation would correlate with the prediction error. Seeing someone walking is a very familiar visual experience. Thus, if we adopt the above line of reasoning, the strong activation of TOJ for backward visual walk suggests that this area is signaling a strong discrepancy between expected and actual input. Of course, the main discrepancy arises when the visual direction of the body displacement is opposite to the natural one. However, kinematics may be a further source of discrepancy. As mentioned in the Introduction, the kinematics of a backward walk is significantly different from that of a forward walk reversed in time. Thus, in the BW/R condition, the body is actually moving in the expected FW, but the kinematics is somewhat at variance with the visual direction. On the one hand, this may explain why identification performance is less good with BW/R than FW/N stimuli. Let us assume that the forward visual direction biases responses toward the "as recorded" option. Then, the perfect match of FW/N stimuli with the expected kinematic template would further prime this (correct) response. Instead, the assumed bias is in conflict with the mismatch detected in BW/R stimuli, which favors a "reversed" (correct) response. On the other hand, violations of kinematic expectations may also account for the result of the interaction (backward real walk > forward real walk), showing that, when the visual walk is forward, TOJ is activated more strongly by backward (BW/R) than by forward (FW/N) real walk (see lower panel in Fig. 5 ). Thus, even when the visual direction is familiar, TOJ signals that the kinematics diverges from the one expected in the case of a real forward walk. The demonstration that TOJ was activated differentially by the direction of the visual walk lends itself to at least 2 interpretations. Both interpretations share the premise that TOJ reacts to backward visual walk by signaling a mismatch between the stimulus and an internal model embodying the a priori expectations of the observer. The interpretations diverge somewhat insofar as the consequences of the mismatch are concerned. On the one hand, it can be surmised (Friston 2005) that the brain actually uses the mismatch as an error signal to broaden the scope of the internal model, by progressively including kinematic configurations not previously experienced. In other words, the error signal would provide the basis for perceptual learning. On the other hand, as suggested by Viviani et al. (2011) , the mismatch may prevent the extraction of the kinematic cues allowing the observer to detect temporal inversions. If so, a failure to pick up and feed forward these cues should have no consequence in free-viewing conditions. In contrast, when a response is requested it should be expected that areas downstream from the TOJ react differently to the direction of the visual walk.
It is not easy to assess conclusively the merits of these 2 interpretations. The fact that we detected no change across sessions in either performance or cortical response speaks against the hypothesis that the error signal is used to support learning. Moreover, in 3 areas downstream from the TOJ (IPS bilaterally and right STS), the response was stronger to backward than to forward visual walk (Fig. 3) , suggesting a spread of the mismatch detected by the TOJ. However, because the time constant of the learning process may exceed the relatively short (40 min) duration of our experiments, one cannot exclude that the 2 interpretations are both valid. On a short time scale, the incongruence between expected and actual kinematics may indeed prevent any further processing of the stimuli. At the same time, with a prolonged exposure to the unusual (backward) visual walk, the error signal might drive an update of the expectations and a corresponding improvement of the performance.
Two related factors may provide an alternative account of the modulation of cortical activity by the direction of the visual walk. One can argue that identifying the rendering mode is both more difficult and more attention demanding for the unusual backward visual walk than for familiar forward visual walk. Thus, the increased BOLD signal in the former case may simply reflect both the increased difficulty of the task and the corresponding higher level of attention required to cope with it. In fact, this hypothesis is in agreement with the observed IPS responses, which in Experiment 1 were higher to backward than to forward visual walk (Fig. 3) and disappeared in Experiment 2. In contrast, in the TOJ, the BOLD signal was essentially the same (Table 7) , irrespective of whether the identification task was imposed (Experiment 1) or not (Experiment 2). Therefore, task difficulty and attention levels do not seem to provide a viable alternative to the assumption that TOJ activity signals a mismatch between the actual and expected visual direction.
The activation of STS and IPS in the context of the decision process is compatible with the role of these structures. STS is involved in the understanding of dynamic stimuli (Puce and Perett 2003; Herrington et al. 2011) . It has been suggested that STS codes walking direction (Oram and Perrett 1996) and is activated when the observer predictions on the unfolding of the action are violated (Grèzes et al. 2003; Jastorff et al. 2011) . Also, the posterior parietal area is involved in the processing of the visual properties of movements and in the generation of visuo-motor transformations (Decety and Grèzes 1999) . In particular, the IPS is supposed to be instrumental for bringing the observer motor competence to bear for understanding the goal of an action (Fogassi et al. 2005) , and for discriminating among different actions (Jastorff et al. 2010) . The fact that both STS and IPS were activated more energetically when rendering identification is close to impossible (FW/R and BW/N) may then reflect the difficulty arising with unfamiliar stimuli, when the decision process is not supported by adequate discriminal information (Liew et al. 2011) .
Is Perceptual Identification Mediated by Motor Competence?
In our previous study (Viviani et al. 2011) , we discussed why the difference in step size between FW and BW is unlikely to be a critical cue for deciding whether or not the stimuli are timereversed. We argued that discriminal cues could instead be provided by the interplay between perceived kinematics and implicit motor competence. Parietal and premotor areas encode both performed and observed actions in a way that is fairly unique for different actions (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004; Kilner et al. 2007a, b; Oosterhof et al. 2010) . If indeed the forward-moving body triggers a motoric simulation of the action, identification may then result from a congruence check between perceived and expected kinematics. The results did not support this suggestion. When a response was not required, forward and backward visual walk did not activate differentially any of the regions that, according to recent meta-analyses (Caspers et al. 2010; Grosbras et al. 2012 ), belong to the AON. Moreover, none of these regions reacted differently to normal and time-reversed stimuli. Conversely, the 3 areas that in Experiment 1 were activated more strongly by normal than by time-reversed stimuli, namely the left FG, the PrCu, and the ACC (Fig. 4) , are not known to be involved in the interplay between motoric competence and perception. Instead, the available evidence invites the inference that time-reversals are detected mostly by perceptual processes, rather early within the visual stream.
Effect of Rendering Mode
As mentioned above, the (normal rendering vs. reverse rendering) contrast detected activity in the FG, PrCu, and ACC. FG has a role in the identification of biological motion (Bonda et al. 1996; Vaina et al. 2001; Grossman and Blake 2002; Beauchamp et al. 2003) . The observed PrCu sensitivity to the rendering mode (Table 4) is consistent with previous work (Hasson et al. 2008) , suggesting that this area is involved in the accumulation of information over a time window required to perceive the coherence of visual events (Bischoff-Grethe et al. 2000; Hasson et al. 2008) . However, the functional significance of these 2 areas in the present context is unclear because they were actually deactivated. Finally, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) has a role in monitoring conflicts between competing inputs Carter et al. 1999 ) decision making, and action selection (Rushworth et al. 2007 ). The dorsal region of the ACC is activated by cognitive demanding tasks in which conflicting evidence may lead to erroneous responses (Bush et al. 2000) . The difference between ACC activity elicited by normal and reversed stimuli was larger when visual walk was forward than backward. Insofar as ACC is directly connected to both premotor and motor areas (Hatanaka et al. 2003) , this pattern of activations may correspond to the effect of the rendering mode on one relay station prior to the motor response.
Summary and Conclusions
We have shown that, as face recognition is crucially dependent on the familiar (upright) spatial orientation, so correct perception of walk kinematics is crucially dependent on the familiar (forward) visual direction of walk. In both cases, visual familiarity dictates whether or not stimuli details are accurately processed. It has been claimed that different components of the AON deal with different aspects of the action (intention, rationality, kinematics, and activated body part). In particular, familiarity is supposed to be a rather abstract aspect of the action evaluated within parietal and motor areas (Calvo-Merino et al. 2006) . The new significant contribution of this study is the demonstration that familiar and unfamiliar walking directions are instead discriminated fairly early along the visual stream, mainly in the TOJ. Because a similar pattern of activity in this area was observed in both the task and free-viewing conditions, TOJ appears to perform a preliminary automatic analysis of the stimuli. More specifically, we suggest that unfamiliar stimuli evoke an error signal that interferes with the further processing of the kinematics and is ultimately responsible for the poor identification performance with these stimuli.
TOJ may also have a role when identification of the rendering mode is feasible. Asked whether a walk has been shown as recorded or reversed in time, participants in Experiment 1 were quite accurate when the body moved forward. To respond "Normal" to FW/N trials, the participant had to decide that no element in the display was in conflict with the visual direction. To respond "Reversed" to BW/R trials, the observer must have detected at least one incongruence with respect to the visual direction. Albeit different, both decision criteria necessarily require the availability of kinematic templates describing the expected time course of the stance and swing phase in forward walk. The fMRI results of Experiment 1 cannot adjudge conclusively the outstanding issue of where this information becomes available. Indeed, the (backward visual direction > forward visual direction) contrast of Figure 3 showed activations in several areas-including parietal and prefrontal ones-that are generally included in the AON. However, the (backward real walk > forward real walk) contrast (Fig. 5) demonstrated that, when the visual direction is forward, TOJ is activated more strongly by backward (BW/R) than by forward (FW/N) real walk. This may be taken to indicate that, as suggested above, correct responses to BW/R trials are based on a mismatch between incoming information and a kinematic walk template, and that the mismatch is detected as early as TOJ. The involvement in the identification process of other areas downstream from TOJ could not be demonstrated conclusively. Further research focusing on the 2 conditions conducive to correct identification is necessary to investigate this issue.
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